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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

During the past quarter century progress in circuit theory has 

made electronics design automation a reality in the engineering communi

ty. Designing an electronic circuit with the aid of a computer program 

is no longer a dream. Indeed, several CAD (Computer-Aided-Design) 

packages have been developed and proven to be very successful in circuit 

design applications. .The:<:ohventional'trial "and error strategy-' 

in circuit design has been replaced by a more efficient strategy using a 

software simulator, thus greatly improving our ability to design complex 

electronic circuits. 

However, the rapid strides in microelectronics technology and the 

ever-increasing complexity and compactness of electronic circuits, to

gether with an increasing demand for higher reliability in military, 

space, and even commercial projects, has brought new problems to indus

try: test and diagnosis of electronic circuits is one of them. 

Unlike the amazing achievement of circuit design automation, elec

tronics maintenance has changed little since the day of the vacuum tube, 

relying mostly on the experienced technician with classical test equip

ment. It is certainly inefficient and uneconomical to apply such con

ventional test methods to modern electronic circuits, which may include 

several hundred components (both discrete components and integrated-

circuit chips). Indeed, the price reductions which have accompanied 

modern electronics technology have been paralleled by increasing 

maintenance and operations costs. Moreover, many industries are finding 
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that the life cycle maintenance costs for their electronic equipment 

now exceed their original capital investment. Consequently, a totally 

new maintenance process is required. It is apparent that the electron

ics maintenance process, like the design process, must be automated. 

Unfortunately, researchers searching for new, low cost, reliable 

test mentods soon discovered that the 50 years of progress in circuit 

theory on which our CAD technology is predicated does not provide a suf

ficient theoretical background for the maintenance area. Consequently, 

a research program on the theory of electronics maintenance is required. 

Since the early 1950's a major research effort has been directed 

toward the diagnosis problem, and a certain degree of success has been 

achieved. Thus far a great deal of effort has been directed towards 

digital circuits and satisfactory results for digital fault diagnosis 

have been obtained. Basically, one assumes that all permanent component 

24 
failures are either "stuck-at-zero" or "stuck-at-one." Under such an 

assumption, a theory of digital system maintenance has been developed 

and several fault diagnosis software packages for digital systems are 

available today. Typically, one hypothesizes some limit on the number 

of simultaneous faults and simulates the responses of the UUT (Unit 

Under Test) for each such fault. The simulated responses are then used 

to set up a fault dictionary which is stored in some bulk storage media 

such as magnetic tape or disk. When the test is conducted the actual 

responses of the UUT are compared with the responses in the fault 

dictionary to locate the failure. Clearly, this approach is nothing 

but a "brute force" search which requires one to simulate all possible 

responses to the various combination of hypothesized faults. This 
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approach would not seem to be practical because of its tremendous simu

lation requirements. However, all these simulations can be done off

line and only need to be done once. The cost of simulation is therefore 

relatively cheap, and with the aid of some sophisticated software 

22 

engineering, this approach has slowly evolved into a workable concept. 

Indeed, a number of companies have successfully applied this concept in 

implementing their own automatic test program generators which are 

commercially available. The automatic maintenance of digital electronic 

circuits is therefore becoming a reality. 

Analog circuits, on the other hand, have received much less atten

tion and, until now, little progress has been made on the analog circuit 

fault analysis problem. The differences between the characteristics of 

the analog circuits and those of digital circuits may explain part, if 

not all, of the reasons why more difficulty has been encountered and 

less success has been achieved on the analog fault analysis problem. To 

be brief, they are summarized as the following: 

(1) Unlike the convenient fault hypothesis (s-a-0 and s-a-1 faulty 

cases) made in digital systems, analog systems have a continuum 

of possible failures. The failures may range from short circuit 

to open circuit. 

(2) In digital circuits, a good component performs exactly at its 

nominal state (either 0-state of 1-state), while in analog cir

cuits, a good component may be "in tolerance" but not nominal. 

(3) The simulation of analog circuit is usually slow and costly 

because:..analog systems are frequently nonlinear. 
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(4) Failures in digital systems are "independent", but in analog 

circuits a fault in one component may induce an apparent 

fault in another. For instance, a malfunctioning bias resis

tor may shift the DC operating point of a transistor and in

duce an apparent fault. 

In addition to these problems, another contributing factor has been 

the belief, by many, that with the increasing emphasis on the use of 

digital circuits, the analog problem would simply go away. However, the 

fact that digital circuits dominate the electronic applications does not 

mean we can eliminate all analog or hybrid circuits. In fact, as the 

circuit complexity has grown the resolution of the analog problem has be

come more urgent than ever before. ' 

One of the first theoretical studies of the analog circuit fault 

analysis problem was done by Berkowitz. Berkowitz defined circuit ele

ment value solvability and studied the conditions required to solve the 

problem. This allows a circuit designer to define a sufficient number 

of test points to achieve the necessary conditions for element value . 

solvability. However, this work lacked algorithms for.evaluating circuit 

element values and did not include active elements. Several subsequent 

papers '' ' ' have also considered the problem, but none of them 

have achieved very satisfactory results in either theory or application. 

18 
Garzia summarized several methods which have been implemented to solve 

part of the fault diagnosis problem. Though this report did not discuss 

the details of each method, it reviewed various approaches for analog 

fault analysis problems developed in the 1960's. 

Since then, a considerable amount of effort has been directed 

toward finding algorithms by which the fault analysis problem can be 
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approached. Some fundamental circuit theory has been applied to cope 

with the element value solvability problem: Tellegen's theorem; '̂ '̂̂ ^ 

Kirchhoff's current law, Kirchhoff's voltage law;^^'^^*^° the compensa-

2 53 42 

tion theorem; ' Foster's formula, etc. Other analysis and/or mathe

matical tools, such as a statistical approach; * ' pattern recogni

tion techniques; Householder's formula; * transfer function analy-
20 21 33 

sis; ' ' etc., have also been studied. 

One can roughly divide these algorithms into three types: 

(I) Simulation-before-test; (II) simulation-after-test with single test 

vector; and (III) simulation-after-test with multiple test vectors. 

(I) Simulation-Before-Test: Basically, a simulation-before-test 

algorithm is a search algorithm in which one simulates the expected test 

responses which would result from various hypothesized failures in an 

off-line computation. When the actual data is obtained by the test 

engineer, it is compared with the simulated results to locate the fail

ure. Needless to say, the technique is extremely efficient for on-line 

operation, but one requires immense amounts of off-line simulation to 

generate the required data base. This fault dictionary approach is 

similar to the techniques which has been accepted in digital system 

fault diagnosis. However, the cost of an analog simulation is much 

higher than that of a digital simulation. Furthermore, the continuous 

nature of the analog failure phenomena and tolerance problem demand a 

much larger data base in the analog problem than in the digital problem. 

To cope with the large data base problem, Hochwald and 
O or pc 

and Bastian ' ' made an assumption that most of the failures are 

hard faults (either short circuit or open circuit), only those hard 
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fault cases have been considered and simulated. This approach, of 

course, automatically eliminates the problem of generating a huge data 

base. On the other hand, this method cannot handle soft faults. The 

bilinear transformation for linear circuits has also been applied to the 

analog circuits fault diagnosis problem,^*^'^*^ in which soft faults can 

be located as well as hard faults. This approach is only applicable to 

linear circuits and single failure cases. Later, Gefferth improved 

his earlier work so that two faulty elements could be identified. Once 

again his method applies only to linear circuits. Other methods »^^'^^ 

which are able to cope with the tolerance problem have been proposed, 

however, the problem of extending the fault location capability to the 

multifailure cases again" limits the applicability of these methods. 

(II) Simulation-After-Test with Single Test Vector: Rather than 

simulating the circuit before obtaining the test data and facing the 

problems described in previous paragraphs, one can simulate the circuit 

after the test data has been obtained. Typically, the simulation-after-

test technique attempts to model the analog fault diagnosis problem as a 

nonlinear equation in which the internal variables or component para

meters are computed in terms of the test data. The particular simula

tions one carries out are based on known test data rather than a priori 

fault hypotheses. Therefore, the technique solves part, if not all, of 

the tolerance problems. Moreover, the off-line computational require

ments are minimal. The on-line-simulation, on the other hand, is 

time consuming and expensive. A survey of various algorithms of this 

19 
technique was presented in a paper by Garzia. 
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In the case where only a single test vector is employed, the re

sultant fault diagnosis equations are "almost linear" and may be solved 

with the aid of a single sparse matrix inversion which can be computed 

15 54 
off-line. ' The on-line computational requirements are therefore 

moderate. The test points requirements for the algorithm, however, grow 

linearly with circuit complexity, which results in severe limitations 

on its applicability. 

(Ill) Simulatioh-After-Test with Multiple Test Vectors: The great 

number of test points in a simulation-after-test with a single test vector 

algorithm are required to assure, that there will be sufficiently many 

equations to solve for the desired element values. It is therefore 

reasonable to consider using multiple test vectors to increase the number 

of equations obtained from a given set of test points. The most common 

form of the multiple test vector algorithm is the multifrequency algorithm 

9 11 47 
used in linear fault diagnosis, ' ' though the concept extends to the 

13,39 
nonlinear case by using any type of multiple test vectors. ' • 

This, approach indeed renders the fault diagnosis equation solvable 

with a restricted number of test points. However, the price of reducing 

test point requirement via the use of multiple test vectors may be too 

high. The "almost linear" equations of the single test vector algorithm 

are replaced by an extremely complex set of nonlinear equations (even for 

linear systems) in the multiple test vector algorithm. The on-line com

putation required to solve these equations is therefore extremely ex

pensive, and hence most of the advantages of the simulation-after-test 

concept are lost when multiple test vectors are employed. 

Following the arguments of references 40,43 an "ideal" fault 
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diagnosis algorithm should meet the following criteria: moderate off

line computation, minimal on-line computation, the number of test 

points should be less than the square root of the number of components, 

the algorithm should be able to cope with the tolerance problem, etc. 

Comparing the three techniques mentioned above, the simulation-after-test 

with single test vector technique seems to be the closest to the "ideal" 

algorithm. The question remains how to reduce the number of test points 

so "that the simulation-after-test algorithm can be made more applicable 

by such effort, the potential for a CAT (Computer-aided Testing) package 

can hopefully be realized in the near future. 

The purpose of this dissertation is to present a single test vector 

simulation-after-test algorithm in which a bound on the maximum number 

of simultaneous failures is used to reduce the test point requirements 

while still retaining the computational simplicity inherent in a single 

test vector algorithm. 

The basic premise is that most elements are presumed to be in good 

condition while only a few element values need to be computed. Conse

quently, rather than solving a set of simultaneous equations in n-space, 

the solution to our fault diagnosis problem actually lies in a much small

er dimensional submanifold which should yield a commensurate reduction in 

test point requirements. This assumption is quite reasonable, because 

even though a given circuit may contain several hundred components, only 

a few failures may occur simultaneously. Needless to say, a "good" 

guess will give us the exact values for those faulty elements. Un

fortunately, we do not know which components have failed when the on

line simulation is carried out. Thus we do not know which guess is 



"good," and a further search is 

9 

still required. Fortunately, with the 

aid of an appropriate combinatorial decision algorithm the required 

search can be implemented quite 

^O 
d 
0 . 

bQ 1 
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1 0 n 

simply. 

O
n,

 
o.\o' 
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Figure 1-1. Test algorithm for abstract circuit or system." 

Consider the circuit or system which is illustrated abstractly in 

Figure 1-1. Here, the individual components or sub-systems are denoted 

by circles indexed from a to n. These components are subdivided into two 

groups at each simulation of test algorithm as indicated by the dashed 

lines in Figure 1-1. At each simulation we assume that one group, say d 

through n, is composed of good components and we use the known character

istics of these components together with the test data to determine 

whether or not the remaining components, a, b and c in this case, are 

good. Of course, if components d through n are actually good, then the 

results for components a, b and c will be reliable. On the other hand, 

if any one of the components d through n is faulty, the simulated data 

on a, b and c will be unreliable. This process is repeated at the 

next step of the test algorithm with a different subdivision of components, 

For instance, we may assume that a through d and h through n are good. 
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and use their characteristics to test components e, f and g. Finally, 

after a number of such repetitions, the test results obtained at the 

various steps are analyzed to determine the faulty components. 

Of course, the number of components which may be tested at any one 

step is dependent on the number of test points available while the number 

of simulations required is determined by the number of components which 

may be tested at any one simulation and the bound on the maximum number 

of simultaneous failures. Therefore, this procedure yields a natural 

trade-off between the number of test points, simultaneous failures, and 

the number of steps required by the algorithm. Since the computational 

cost associated with each step of the algorithm is essentially the cost 

of a single system simulation, the latter parameter is a natural measure 

of computational cost. 

In chapter 2 we describe the simulation model used to test one set 

of components under the assumption that the remaining components are 

good. The model is formulated in both the linear and nonlinear cases 

and can be used as readily to test modules and subsystems as individual 

components. Two simple examples are presented to demonstrate the proce

dures required to formulate the equations in both the linear and non

linear cases. Chapter 3 describes three decision algorithms for analyz

ing the resultant test data. In the context of our application we give 

an exact decision algorithm for the single failure case. Although an 

exact decision algorithm for the multifailure case has yet to be develop

ed, a Boolean algebra technique and an heuristic algorithm which are 

applicable to both the single and multifailure cases are presented. 

Chapter IV illustrates several linear and nonlinear circuit examples. 

The conclusions follow in Chapter V. 



CHAPTER II 

SYSTEM FORMULATION 

In this chapter the basic idea, which has been described in Chapter 

I, is formalized. In Section 2.1, a component connection model is formu

lated for our test algorithm on both linear and nonlinear systems. A 

detailed description of the approach is presented in the second section. 

The final section of this chapter derives the system equations for two 

simple circuits, one linear and the other nonlinear. The same formula

tion can be applied to a much larger circuit systems and will be illus

trated by several examples presented in Chapter 4. 

2.1 The Simulation Model 

Although our test algorithm can be formulated in terms of any of the 

standard system models for the purpose of this exposition we will assume 

12 

a component connection model for the circuit or system under test. In 

the linear case the UUT is represented by a composite component model 

characterizing its components and/or subsystems together with an alge

braic connection equation as follows: 

b = Za (2.1) 

and 

a = L^^b + L^2" (2.2) 

y = L2-]b + L22U (2.3) 

Here, a = col(a.) is the column vector composed of the component input 

variables, b = col(b.) is the column vector composed of the component 

output variables, Z is a frequency domain composite component-model, u 

11 
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is the vector of external test inputs applied to the system and y is the 

vector of system responses measured at the various test points. In 

equations (2.1)-(2.3) we have suppressed the s-variable for notational 

brevity. Although the component connection model is not universal it is 

quite general and subsumes most of the classical topological connection 

models commonly used in circuit and system theory. Moreover, its in

herently decoupled nature is ideally suited to the test problem wherein 

we 'desire to distinguish between the characteristics of the individual 

system components. 

At each step of the test algorithm we subdivide the components into 

two groups denoted by "1" and "2" with the components in group "1" assum

ed to be good and used together with the known values of u and y to com-

2 2 

pute the component input and output variables, a. and b., for the compon

ents in group "2.'.' The component model in (2.1) is then represented by 

the following equations. 

b̂  = zV 
(2.4) 

Here, a and b are the vectors of group "1" component input and output 

2 2 

variables; and similarly for a and b . To retain notational compati

bility with (2.4) we reorder and partition the connection equations of 

(2.2) and (2.3) to be conformable with (2.4) as follows: 

â  = l\y + LĴ b̂  + L]2U (2.5) 
a^ = L^]b^ + L^^b^ + L^g" (2.6) 

y = L îb"" + L^^b^ + L22U (2.7) 
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Unlike the commonly encountered circuit analysis problem, in which 

one desires to simulate the output responses y of a given circuit, in 

our application the vector y is obtained by the test engineer measur

ing the responses at various test points. The test responses y are 

therefore known for the purposes of our application. Indeed, given 

equations (2.4) through (2.7), the test inputs u, the measured, responses 

y, together with an assumption to the effect that the group "1" components 

are not faulty, our goal is to compute the group "2" component values, 

2 2 2 2 ~ 
a and b . To this end we assume that L̂ n admits a left inverse, [Lo-i] . 

which, in turn, determines the allowable component subdivisions. Under 

2 2 
this assumption one may then solve for a and b in terms of known 

vectors, u and y. After some algebraic manipulation of equations (2.5) 

2 1 
through (2.7), one can obtain b in terms of b , u and y via 

b^ = - CL^'^] (y - L^^b^ - L22U) (2.8) 

Substituting (2.4) and (2.8) into (2.5). One then obtains 

.]? a2,r'y] (2.9) 

2 2 
Now, one can further obtain a and b by substituting (2.4) and (2.9) 

into (2.6) and (2.8), the resultant equations then take the form 

a^ = M^^u + M^2y (2.10) 

b^ = M21U + M22y (2.11) 

where 
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1̂1 = ^(LI]-L?^L|^ A^l)z'n-(L]]-L]2cL2^]\l^)zb' ' 

(L]2-L]?n-21^\2)> ^ ^U-^\M^^' 42 (2.12) 

M̂2 = {(Li]-L?^^21^' L^l)Z^n-(L]]-L]2[L2^] L^ )̂zb 

(L]^CL2^]" )} + L I I C L | ^ ] " (2.13) 

^21 - CL î] L^l^^I^l-dj^-LJ^CL^^] Lj^)zb 

(LJg-L^^al^] L22) - CLg ]̂ L22 (2.14) 

and 

M22 = -CL^l3 LJ^Z' 'I :1- (L]] -L]^[L2^] ll^nh l]^Z\-l^l +CL2̂ ,3 (2.15) 

Now, under the assumption that the group "1" components are not faulty, 
2 2 

a and b represent the inputs and outputs which actually appear at the 

terminals of the group "2" components during the test. We may determine 

2 2 
which of the group "2" components are faulty by evaluating Z a using 

2 
the computed column vector a and checking to determine whether or not 

2 
the resultant vector coincides with the computed value for b . Here, 

2 
Z is the nominal transfer function matrix for the group "2" components. 

Of course, since our assumption to the effect that the group "1" compon

ents are not faulty may not be valid, the results of this test are not 

reliable. We repeat the process a number of times with different 

choices for the subdivision of the components into group "1" and group 

"2." Here, the only constraint on the choice of subdivisions is the 

2 -L 
requirement that CL^-i] exists while the number of combinations 
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employed is limited only by the cost of the required simulations. The 

results of the various steps in the test algorithm are then analyzed 

using techniques described in Chapter 3 to determine the faulty 

components. 

Although these expressions appear to be foreboding they may all be 

computed with the aid of only a single matrix inversion. Moreover, 

since the M.. matrices are independent of the test data and computed in 

terms of the nominal values of the group "1" components, they may be com

puted off-line and stored in a data base to be retrieved at the time a 

test is conducted. Furthermore, since only a single test vector is re

quired, single frequency testing can be employed in which case the M.. 

matrices need only be computed at a single frequency. The only on-line 

computation required for the fault diagnosis of a linear system is the 

matrix-vector multiplication indicated by equations (2.10) and (2.11) 

2 2 
together with the computation of Z a . 

For nonlinear systems one may formulate an identical algorithm in 

which the component characteristics are represented by a set of decoupled 

state models, 

x^ =fi(x..a.) 

; i = 1,2 n (2.16) 

b. = q.(x-,a.) 

Again, as we did in linear case, the components are subdivided into 

two groups denoted by "1" and "2." The variables in (2.16) are then 

reordered as 

x^ = f^(x\ab 

b ^ = g \ x \ a b 

(2.17) 
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and 

x^ = f2(x^a2) 

b^ = g2(x2,a2) 

(2.18) 

Here, x , a and b are the vectors of group "1" component state vari-

2 2 2 
ables, inputs and outputs, respectively; and similarly for x , a and b . 

2 -L 
Under the assumption that CLo-i] exists one may then formulate a compon
ent connection model for a "pseudo circuit" composed of the group "1" 

p 
components with external input vector u = col(u,y) and external output 

P 2 2 vector y = col(a ,b ) in the form 

xl=fl(x\al) 

bi=g^(x\ai) 
(2.19) 

1 IP 
a' = k^^b'+k^2" 

(2.20) 

yP = k,,bVk„uP ^21' 72' (2.21) 

Using algebraic manipulations of equations (2.5) through (2.7) together 
2 -L 

with the assumption that CL,,] exists, one can derive 
•21 

-L 
Kl l=tLl]-L]2cL2^3 L1^3 

K 12 " '^'-12"^ll'^4l^ '-22''-ll'^'-21^ ^ 
L 

K 21 

^21 22 2 -- 1 
•-11 ^1^41- • ^21 

'22 

2 -L 1 
• -tL-2l] 4 T 

L̂  -L22r.L2 i \ " L22rL2 i " ^ ^12 '-ll'^^21-' '"22 ! '-11^'-21^ 

2 -L -CL21] L22 2 -L 

(2.22) 

(2.23) 

(2.24) 

(2.25) 
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Since in our test algorithm both u and y are known, the above equa

tions can be solved via any standard circuit analysis code to compute 

yP = c o K a ^ b ^ ) . 

Interestingly, in our formulation for both linear and nonlinear 

circuits the term "component" may be taken to mean either an elementary 

RLC component or a discrete semiconductor device. In practice, the 

"components" are taken to be the "replaceable modules" within the circuit 

or system under test; say, an IC chip or a "throw-away" circuit board. 

2.2. Implementations 

As we described in the previous section, given a circuit, one can 

generate a data base by computing the M.. matrices or the K..matrices. 

Then after a test has been conducted, the measured data together with 

the stimuli will be used as the inputs to the test program in which a 

number of on-line simulation may be carried out. 

In the linear case, only matrix-vector multiplications are required 

2 2 
to evaluate a and b . One can then use this computed data to determine 

test outcome for the current step of the algorithm. Indeed, the test 

outcome (either "good" or "bad" for each group "2" component) may be ob-

2 2 2 2 
tained by comparing b and Z a . Here Z represents the nominal transfer 

2 2 2 

function matrix for the group "2" components. If b. is equal to Z a^, 

then we say that the test outcome for the group "2" component i is "good;" 

otherwise, the component is "bad." In a more realistic environment, in-
2 2 2 

stead of requiring that b. and Z.a. be equal one may say that a component 
2 2 2 

is "good" if b. is sufficiently close to Z.a. in some reasonable sense. 
In this way, one may compensate for numerical errors and tolerance. 

2 2 2 
Moreover, b.j and Z.ja.j are not necessarily scalers, they can be 
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vectors, depending upon the type of "component" with which one deals. 

For instance, a two-port component may require a two-tuple vector to 

represent its input/output characteristics. 

Once the test outcomes have been obtained, the algorithm reduces to 

a combinatorial "self-testing problem" in which one locates the actual 

failure. In other words, one may complete the test algorithm by imple

menting an appropriate decision algorithm. 

• For a nonlinear system, the same procedure is employed, however, a 

much longer simulation process is required at each step of the test al

gorithm. In the nonlinear case a time domain simulation must be 

carried out on-line. After the inputs and outputs of the group "2" 

components have been computed, one can then obtain a test outcome by 
2 

solving (2.18) with input a and checking to determine whether or not 
2 

the resultant output coincides with b . 

In summary, our test algorithm requires the repeated simulation of 

various "pseudo circuits," one for each step. After each step, a de

cision algorithm is employed to analyze the resultant data. The test 

algorithm keeps looping through this and will terminate only when the 

actual failure has been found or when an upper limit on the allowable 

running time has been reached. 

In the linear case, the on-line computation required by the test 

algorithm is neglibible since the transfer function of each "pseudo cir

cuit" can be precomputed and stored in a data base. The only on-line 

computation required is the relatively cheap matrix-vector multiplica

tions. However, if one is working with a nonlinear circuit or system, 
2 o 

the simulations required to complete a and b require a priori 
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knowledge of y and thus must be carried out on-line. In this case, a 

good decision algorithm is required so as to reduce the number of algo

rithm steps and thus minimize its running time. 

2.3 Examples 

In this section, two examples are given to illustrate the pro

cedures required to derive the equations for the linear and nonlinear 

test algorithms. A linear second order low pass filter is considered 

first. Then a common emitter transistor amplifier is used to demon

strate the nonlinear case. 

Consider the circuit shown in Figure 2-1, the component connection 

model can be represented as follows: 
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0 

1 

0 

-1 
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0 

0 

1 

0 

-1 
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0 

0 

1~ 

0 

0 

1 

0 

^ R " 
R2 

Vc 
^1 

\ 

\ 

'o 

0 

0 

+ 0 

1 

0 

(2.26) 

(2.27) 
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+ 

V, 
1̂ 

^1 
HI-

Ro 
-0 

+ 

'o 

-5 

Figure 2-1. A 5-component second order low 
pass filter 

Assume V^ and I^ are measured, then 
n 1̂ 

V, 

y = 

0 1 0 0 - 1 

1 0 0 - 1 

1 

0 

(2.28) 

By carefully investigating the L21 matrix, one finds that only four 

subdivisions of the five components are allowable in this example: R2, 

C p C2 test R.|, K; R2, C2, K test Cj, R^j; Cj, C2, R, test R2, K; and 

Co, R-i, K test Rn, t».|. 
2 

For each subdivision, there exists a left inverse of the L̂-i matrix 

so that the computations of equations (2.12) through (2.15) are valid. 

By properly reordering the rows and columns in (2.26), (2.27) and 

(2.28), the required "pseudo circuit," as described in equations (2.4) 

through (2.7) can then be formulated. For instance, taking the case ' : 

where C2, R-j and K are presumed to be good, one may work with a "pseudo 
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circuit" where the group "1" components C2, R-, and K are used to test the 

group "2" components R2 and C,. After a suitable rearrangement of equa

tions (2.26) through (2.28), equations (2.4) through (2.6) become: 

bv = I, 

_1_ 
SC. 

Rn 

K 

bo = 

X 
R, 

1 

• ^ 1 

^C 

Ir 

= V, 

-I Vr 

0 0 

0 0 

1 0 

•1 0 

0 -1 

0 I 1 

-1 

0 

1 

0 

and 

0 0-1 

0 - 1 0 

0 

0 

0 

1 

0 

1 

0 

-1 

0 

\ 

\ 

\ 

\ n 

0 

1 

+ 0 

0 

0 

0 1 

1 0 

1 

0 

(2.29) 

(2.30) 

(2.31) 
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Next, one can compute the transfer function for this "pseudo 

circuit" by substituting the nominal values of components C2» R-j and K 

into (2.29) and evaluating the M.. matrices from equations (2.30), 

(2.31) and (2.12) through (2.15). 

For the nonlinear case, the decoupled state models and the algebra

ic connection equation provide a complete specification of the given 

circuit. The state variables must be properly chosen so that the state 

models can be formulated as a set of first order differential equations. 

In practice, the state variables are usually chosen to be the voltages 

across the capacitors and the currents through the inductors. Other 

state variables, however, may also be chosen depending upon the nature 

of the specific module or subsystem. 

In the remainder of this section, a nonlinear circuit is given, and 

a detailed derivation of the required equations are presented. The cir

cuit, as shown in Figure 2-2, contains a bipolar junction transistor Q, 

in which a proper representation for the nonlinear characteristics is 

required. In practice, the transistor can be characterized by any 

standard model. For our purposes the input-output relations for this 

nonlinear device can be.represented in the form 

^c = 9T(ib,V,,) 

(2.32) 

The transistor, indeed, is a two-port device, and is represented by 

a two-tuple vector as shown in (2.32). The same argument may apply to 

any n-port device. As we mentioned earlier, a component may be taken to 

be an IC chip or a subsystem as well as a discrete component. 
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cc 

' o 

Figure 2-2. A common emitter transistor amplifier 

Now, the nonlinear circuit can be fully characterized by the follow

ing equations. 

1 
c =-T- ^r i Vp (.0) = 0 (2.33) 

c = 

'be 

Sl^^'b'Vce^ 

gsdb'Vce) 

V. 
'1 -̂1 

in = V 
l̂/̂ l 

= 1 R3 . R3 

in = Vr /R, M 7 '̂4 

in = V 
R2 / R2 

(2.34) 
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ce 

V, 

and _ _ 

- 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 

0 1 1 0 - 1 0 0 

- 1 0 0 - 1 0 1 1 

0 0 1 0 0 0 0 

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 - 1 - 1 0 0 0 0 

0 0 - 1 0 0 0 0 

Let the t e s t data be taken by measuring V^^, i^.j and Vĵ ,̂ then 

^c " 

\ e 

\ 

\ 

\ 

\ 

+. 

" o 

-1 

0 

-1 

0 

1 

1 

0 

1 

0 

1 

0 

0 

0 

cc 

(2.35) 

ce 
0 1 1 0 - 1 0 0 

-1 0 0-1 0 1 1 

0 - 1 - 1 0 0 0 0 

'be 

" 1 

0 

1 

f 

0 

0 

^ " 

Vcc 
-I (2.36) 

wi 

If we take components C,, Rr,, R^ and R2 as group "1" components 

th the transistor Q and R3 taken as the group "2" components, then the 

left inverse of the L21 matrix exists. This means we can use C,, R.., R. 

and Rp to test components Q and R, without violating the existance 
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requirement for [L2,] . By suitably rearranging equations (2.33) 

through (2.36) one can easily obtain equations for the "pseudo circuit" 

in the form 

'1 1 
(2.37) 

R> 

ce 

\ = ̂C 
h 1̂ 

in = V 
Ri/^1 

R2 / R2 

(2.38) 
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0 

0 
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0 
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cc 

(2.39) 

and 
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^ 

V R4 
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0 
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0 
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0 

0 

1 

0 

0 

-1 

0 
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0 

-1 

-1 

0 

0 

'be 

'R'. 

-1 

0 

1 
_ 

1 

0 

0 

V i " 

\c 

(2.40) 

Interestingly, in the "pseudo circuit" we chose, the equations 

.derived were linear. Consequently, any linear circuit analysis tech-

2 2 

niques can be applied to simulate the outputs, a and b , Indeed, if 

sufficiently many test points are available to permit all nonlinear 

components to be included in group "2," a linear simulation model such 

as that of (2.10) and (2.11) may always be employed even for a non

linear system. 

Finally, one must remember that a component can never test itself. 

In other words, a single multiport component must be entirely in one 

group or the other so that part of this component is not used to test 

the remainder of the components. In our example, for instance, al

though a subdivision of variables Vj^^, iĵ  , i^ , if̂  as b , and i^, Vc,, 

2 1 -L ^ 2 
Vn as b assures an existance of CLoi] » the separation of variables 

V. and i into two different groups has no physical meaning for our 

purposes. 



CHAPTER III 

DECISION ALGORITHMS 

Since the results of the tests described in the preceding chapter 

are dependent on our assumption that the group "1" components are not 

faulty, they are not imnediately applicable. Some decision algorithm 

are required to cope with this ambiguity problem so that the actual 

faultCs) can be precisely identified. The required theory is reminiscent 

of, though not identical to, the t-diagnosibility theory developed for 

23 41 
digital system testing over the past decade. ' Indeed, following the 

philosophy of that study of self-testing computer networks, if one 

assumes a bound on the maximum number of faulty components it is possible 

to determine the actual fault(s) from an analysis of the test obtained 

at the various steps in the algorithm. To this end we v/ill present three 

decision algorithms, which are applicable to single and/or the multiple 

failure case, to analyze the test data. In Section 3.1, a complete 

analysis of the theory required to exactly locate a single fault is given. 

Unlike the single failure case, an exact decision algorithm for the multi-

failure case has yet to be developed, however, two algorithm techniques 

which are applicable to both single and multifailure case are presented 

in the remaining two sections. The Boolean algorithm, which is describ

ed in Section 3.2, applies classical Boolean algebra to our decision 

problem. In Section 3.3, a heuristic algorithm is presented. The algo

rithm which is based on an inherently analog heuristic to the effect that 

two analog errors will never cancel, has proven to be highly reliable 

27 
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while simultaneously reducing the number of steps required from that of 

the exact (single failure) algorithm. 

In this chapter, the results of each step of the test algorithm are 

tabulated as follows; 

^\." 1" 
a b c ... k 

0 

1 

x 

y 

Here, a, b, c, ..., k denote the group "1" components for a given step of 

test algorithm, x, y, ..., z denote denote the corresponding group "2" com

ponents^ and the binary annotation associated with the group "2" compon

ents indicates whether they are good (0) or bad (1) as a result of this 

test step. Although this tabular notation is somewhat cumbersome we will 

eventually generate a binary array indexed by the group "1" and group "2" 

components. In the process of formulating our decision algorithm the 

tabular notation proves to be convenient. 

3.1 Single Failure Exact Decision Algorithm 

In the single failure case, we assume that at most one circuit com

ponent is faulty. This assumption provides a very powerful environment 

for our analysis, allowing the single failure problem to be totally re

solved 

Let us assume that the test result obtained from a given step of 

the algorithm indicates that all group "2" components are good as indi

cated in the following table: 
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0 

0 

X 

y 

a b c 

0 

In this case we claim that all the group "2" components are, in fact, 

good. The reason is simple, if a group "2" component was actually faul

ty then our test result is incorrect, which could only happen if one of 

the group "1" components was faulty, implying, the system would have two 

faulty components contradicting our assumption to the effect that at most 

one component is faulty. 

Now, consider the case where the outcome from a given step of the 

test algorithm indicates that exactly one group "2" component is faulty; 

say X. 
'1' 

1 

0 

X 

y 

a b c . 

0 

In this case, the same argument we used above will guarantee that the 

components which test good, say, y through z, are, in fact, good. On the 

other hand, we have no information about x. It may be faulty or, a l te r 

natively, the test result may be due to a faulty group "1" component. 
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Finally, consider the case where two or more group "2" components 

test bad in a given step as indicated in the following table: 

'1' 
a b c .... k 

x 

y 

Under our assumption of a single failure case it is impossible for 

two or more group "2" components to be faulty, this test results implies 

that at least one of the group "1" components is bad. On the other hand 

since we have assumed that there is at most one faulty component, the 

faulty group "1" component is the only faulty component and thus the 

group "2" components are all good. 

Consistent with the above arguments, at each step of the test algo

rithm, either all or all but one of the group "1" components are found 

to be good. If we choose our subdivisions so that the components which 

are found to be good at one step of the algorithm are included in group 

"1" in all succeeding steps, we will eventually arrive at a group "1," 

all of whose components are known to be good. Evidently, the test re

sult obtained at that step will be reliable, thereby allowing us to 

accurately determine the faulty component in group "2." Although the 

number of components in group "1" and group "2" may vary from step to 

step (especially if we work with multivariate components), if we assume 

that group "1" contains n-m components and group "2" contains m compon

ents at each step of the algorithm, the process will terminate in 
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approximately n/m steps. Since the computational cost of the algorithm 

is proportional to the number of steps (essentially the cost of one 

simulation per step) while m is determined by the number of allowable 

test points, the ratio n/m represents a natural measure of the possible 

tradeoffs between test point and computer requirements when employing 

the algorithm in a single fault mode. 

3.2. Boolean Algorithm 

Unlike the single fault case, at the time of this writing, we do not 

yet have an exact decision algorithm for the multiple fault case. 

However, the problem can be attacked by either of two alternative algo

rithms, one of which is termed the Boolean algorithm. 

In Boolean algorithm, we derive a Boolean expression from each step 

of test algorit.hm which includes all possible fault patterns associated 

with the test data. The actual fault(s) can be located by multi

plying the BooTean expressions or equivalently comparing the fault 

patterns obtained from each test step and excluding the impossible fault 

patterns. 

Consider trie case where group "1" contains five components, a, b, c, 

d and e, group "2" contains three components, x, y and z. Let us 

assume that the test result is indicated as shown in Figure 3-1 (a)-. 
m II 

II OH 

a) 

0 

1 

0 

X 

y 

z 

a b o d e 
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b), 
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"I-
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•I" 
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0 

X 
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^ 
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•t* 
0 

y 
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•j-

<i> 

* 

1 

z 

<!> 

* 

* 

^ 

* 

0 

Figure 3-1. Test results of Step 1 and 
its related Boolean table 

The test result says that y is bad, however, this could be unreliable if 

at least one of the group "1" components is faulty. Moreover, the argu

ment we used in the single failure case can no longer apply to the multi-

failure case. In other words, we cannot definitely say components x and 

z are good. Under such circumstances, one considers all possible fault 

patterns. At first glance, the problem seems to be tedious though it 

can be greatly simplified by bringing the "don't care" concept into our 

Boolean algorithm. In this case a relatively simple expression covers all 

possible fault patterns corresponding to the specific test outcome. 

Typically, we say that a component is "don't care" in a fault pattern if 

the test outcome does not provide sufficient information to determine 

the status of that component. From the logical point of view, this im

plies that the actual status of the component (either good or bad) does 

not have an effect on the test outcome, or to speak more precisely, we 

do not care about the status of that component. 

Following the notation used in digital systems, "0," "1" and 

"(}>" denote the component status to be "good," "bad" and "don't care," 

respectively. Now, we can tabulate all possible fault patterns 
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corresponding to the test results indicated in Figure 3-1(a), as shown 

in Figure 3-1(b). In the first five rows the patterns cover all poss

ible cases in which at least one group "1" component is faulty yielding 

an unreliable test outcome. The group "2" components are thus, "don't 

care," they could be either good or bad. In the last row all group "1" 

components are good and therefore the test results are reliable, implying 

that component y is faulty. Needless to say, the "don't care" notation 

is necessary if one is to be able to represent all possible fault 

patterns using only six individual terms instead of a huge table composed 
c o 

of (2 -1) 2 +1 rows, which would be unreadable. The Boolean table can 

also be represented by a Boolean expression as follows: 

T.J = a + b + c + d + e + a'FF d"¥ x"y I (3.1) 

Here, the letter a indicates that component a is bad, and the complement 

a means component a is good. Any component which does not appear in a 

given term means that the component is "don't care." Clearly, the 

Boolean expression and the Boolean table are in one to one correspond

ence. 

Our goal is to combine the information derived from various test 

results so that the actual fault(s) can be fully identified. Indeed, 

each test step generates a tremendous number of possible fault patterns, 

which is almost useless unless we can combine the fault patterns from 

the various test steps and eliminate patterns which do not appear in 

each step and/or impossible patterns. Since each result provides in

formation which should not contradict other test results, we must com

pute the intersection of the various sets of possible fault patterns. 
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In effect, the intersection eliminates the impossible fault 

patterns and produces a smaller set of possible fault patterns. After 

proceeding with several steps of test algorithm, one may arrive at a re

sult in which only a single fault pattern remains in the fault set, and 

this yields a complete diagnosis of the system. 

Consider the same system which was^used in Figure 3.1 and as

sume that another subdivision is taken where components a, b, c, x, z 

are in group "1" and components d, e and y are in group "2." The test 

result is assumed to be as shown in Figure 3-2(a). The Boolean table 

for this test step is then illustrated in Figure 3-2(b): 
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Figure 3-2. Test results of step 2 and i t s 
related Boolean table. 

The Boolean expression is 

T 2 = a + b + c + x + z + a b c d e x y z (3.2) 
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The intersection of the two expressions, T.. and T2, (or the two 

fault sets) is obtained by directly applying the multiplication rule of 

two logical functions, and thus 

T = T , - T ^ 

= (a + b + c + d + e + ? F c ' 3 ' ? x ' y r ) 

(a + b + c + x + z + a"FFdex'y'zO 

= a + b + c + dx + dz + ex + ez + arFc'dex'yz" (3.3) 

The resultant expression indeed reduces the number of possible 

fault patterns. For instance, the fault pattern a" F F F e" x" y F has been 

eliminated by multiplying the two expressions. The multiplication opera

tion can also be carried out directly on the two Boolean tables as shown 

in Figure 3-3. Indeed, this approach may be more readily implemented 

in software. 
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Figure 3-3. Merger of two Boolean tables 
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It is our experience that the Boolean algorithm, though applicable 

to both the single failure and multiple failure case, requires a great 

number of steps to yield a complete diagnosis. This slow convergence, 

in turn, increases the running time of our diagnosis algorithm, thus 

reducing its applicability. A search for an alternative decision algo

rithm is therefore desirable. 

3.3. Heuristic Algorithm 

. An alternative multifailure decision algorithm uses an heuristic 

approach, in which one adopts an "analog heuristic" to the effect that 

two independent analog failures will never cancel. Needless to say, 

this is an inherently analog heuristic since two binary failures have a 

fifty-fifty chance of canceling one another. In the analog case, however, 

two independent failures are highly unlikely to cancel one and another 

(as long as one works with reasonably small tolerances). 

Recall from our discussion of the single failure case that whenever 

a test result indicates that a component is good, then it is, in fact, 

good. Although this is not rigorously true in the multiple failure case, 

it is true under the assumption of our heuristic. For instance, consider 

the test result indicated in the following table in which x is found to 

be good: 

II o i l 

0 

1 

. 
• 
« 

0 

I11 II 

X 

y 

• 
.« 
• 

z 

a b c . . . k 
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Now, if X is actually faulty there must be a faulty group "1" component 

whose effect is to cancel the error in x as observed during this step of 

the test algorithm. This is., however, forbidden hy our heuristic and. 

we conclude that x is actually good. 

Interestingly, our heuristic can be carried a step further than in

dicated above since, under our heuristic, a bad group "1" component would 

normally yield erroneous test results. An exception would, however, 

occur if some of the group "1" components are totally decoupled from .i 

some of the group "2" components.. If prior to our test we generate 

a coupling table (by simulation or a sensitivity analysis) which indi

cates whether or not a faulty group "1" component will effect the test 

results on a group "2" component, our heuristic may be used to verify 

that certain group "1" components are good whenever a good group "2" 

component is located. Consider, for example, the following table; in 

112" 

0 

1 
• 

• 

0 

I11 II 

X 

y 
• 

• 

z 

a 

1 

1 
• 

. 

0 

b 

0 

1 
. 

. 

1 

c . 

1 

0 
. 

. 

1 

. . k 

1 

1 
• 

• 

0 

which a "1" in the i-j position indicates that the test result for com

ponent i is affected by component j while a "0" in the i-j position in

dicates that component j does not affect the test result for component 

i. Now, since component x has been found to be good in this test, our 

heuristic implies that those group "1" components which are coupled to 

X are also good, in other words, a, c and k are good. In addition, the 
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test shows that component z is good, hence the heuristic implies that b 

and c are also good. Thus with a single test, we have verified that 

X, z, a, b, c and k are all good. 

Since in any practical circuit the coupling table is composed most

ly of I's, it has been our experience that relatively few steps of the 

algorithm will yield a complete diagnosis. To implement the heuristic, 

however, one must assume that the maximum number of faulty components 

is strictly less than the number of group "2" components. If not, the 

test results at each step may show that all group "2" components are 

faulty, in which case no reliable test information is obtained. More

over, the degree to which the number of group "2" components exceeds the 

maximum number of faulty components determines the number of algorithm 

steps which will be required to fully diagnose a circuit. 



CHAPTER IV 

EXAMPLES 

This chapter presents several examples of both linear and nonlinear 

circuits. These examples, which have been successfully run on various 

mini and midi computers, applied the exact and the heuristic decision 

algorithms in diagnosing the single failure case and yielded very satis

factory solutions on both linear and nonlinear circuits. We also have 

a few multiple failure examples to which the heuristic algorithm was 

applied. 

4.1. Linear Examples 

In our linear examples we first simulated the test responses of a 

given circuit by substituting the actual values of each component into 

the simulation model. The responses together with the stimuli were 

then used as the input for the test algorithm by which simulations on 

various "pseudo circuits" were carried out. After the test results were 

obtained, the decision algorithm was called to locate the actual 

fault(s). The simulation procedure is illustrated in the flowchart of 

Figure 4-1. 

Since the computation of the M.. matrices for each "pseudo circuit" 

is straightforward, the problem reduces to the analysis of the test 

results obtained at each step using an appropriate decision algorithm. 

To illustrate the decision algorithm for the single failure case, 

consider a system composed of eight components, a, b, c, ... h, in which 

any five may test the remaining three. Initially, we let a through e 

39 
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Circuit 
Specification 

define the 
faulty component 

Simulate the test 
responses (in the 
frequency domain) 

Test Algorithm 

Choose the appropriate 

"pseudo circuit" 

a2 = M-nLi+M-|2^ 

bo = M 2iU+M22y 

Compare the computed 

Z^ with l} 
0 

No Output of the 

diagnostic 

Figure 4-1. Simulation flowchart (linear circuits) 
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represent the group "1" components and f, g and h represent the group 

"2" components and assume that the test result, for this first step 

is indicated in the following table: 

1 1 1 II 

a b o d e 

0 

0 

1 

f 

g 

h 

Employing our exact.algorithm for the single failure case the above table 

indicates that components f and g are good. We move them into group "1" 

for the second step of the algorithm obtaining 

llol̂  

^ ^ f g a b c 

0 

1 

1 

d 

e 

h 

This test indicates that two group "2" components are bad, which contra

dicts our single fault assumption, and hence the faulty component must 

be in group "1," implying that d, e and h are all good. We therefore 

move these components into group "1" and implement the final step of our 

algorithm in the form 

^ 1 1 1 II 

-' h e d f g 

0 

1 

0 

a 

b 

c 

Since all group "1" components are known to be good, this final test is 

reliable and indicative of the fact that b is the faulty component. 
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2 

Note that the requirements that L̂ -. be left invertible may make it 

impossible to use some component subdivisions, in which case an alterna

tive sequence of steps may be required in the above process. For in

stance, if h, e, d, f and g is not an allowable subdivision, the last 

step in the above process might be replaced by 
II on* 

1 

0 

0 

I111I 

b 

c 

h 

e d f g a 

indicating that c and h are good. Now, a final step in which c, e, d, f 

and g make up group "1" will be reliable as indicated below 

npil^ 

0 

1 

0 

U^ II 

a 

b 

h 

c e d f g 

The result shows that component b is faulty. 

Obviously, the number of the required test steps is increased be

cause of the forbidden groupings on the component subdivisions. More

over, the exclusion of some component subdivisions may cause the situa

tion to deteriorate. Indeed, one may frequently find that an exact diag

nosis is impossible, in which case a non-trivial ambiguity set may result. 

The possibility of obtaining a complete diagnosis (for the single fault 

case) can, however, be improved by combining the exact decision al

gorithm with our heuristic. 

Consider the same single fault example in which our heuristic is 

applied using the coupling table indicated below 
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i ip iT 

0 

0 

1 

nn II 

f 

g 

h 

a 

1 

0 

1 

b 

0 

0 

1 

c 

0 

1 

1 

d 

1 

1 

0 

e 

1 

0 

1 

According to our heuristic f and g are good and, moreover, everything 

in group "1" which is coupled to either f or g is good. We conclude 

from this first step that f, g, a, c, d and e are all good. Thus taking 

group "1" to be e, d, f, g and a in the next step will yield a reliable 

test for b, d and h as described above. Clearly, the length of the test 

sequence is decreased by applying the heuristic to the diagnosis problem. 

In the multiple failure case, although no exact decision algorithm 

has yet been developed, one can diagnose the system by using the Boolean 

algorithm or the heuristic algorithm as described in Sections 3.2 and 

3.3. Consequently, a certain degree of fault diagnosis can be furnished. 

Since the heuristic algorithm usually yields better performance than 

the Boolean algorithm, we used the heuristic algorithm in our multi-

failure examples. 

Consider the case where at most two failures are assumed with the 

first step in our test algorithm yielding: 

l i o n 

0 

1 

1 

v.̂ ^ "1 " 

f 

g 

h 

a 

1 

0 

1 

b 

0 

0 

1 

c 

0 

1 

1 

d 

1 

1 

0 

e 

1 

0 

1 
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Consistent with our heuristic f, a, d and e are found to be good in 

this step. Incorporating these components into group "1" for the 

following step we obtain: 

11011* 

1 

1 

1 

11-1 II 

b 

g 
h 

f 

0 

1 

1 

a 

1 

0 

1 

c 

1 

1 

1 

d 

1 

1 

0 

e 

0 

0 

1 

which gives us no information in the multiple failure case. We try 

another combination obtaining the following table 

npii^ 

1 

0 

1 

I1111 

b 

h 

c 

f 

0 

1 

0 

g 

1 

1 

1 

a 

1 

1 

1 

d 

1 

0 

1 

e 

0 

1 

0 

which indicates that h, f, g, a and e are good. Combined with our pre

vious knowledge that d is good this implies that all group "1" components 

are good and hence this last step in our algorithm reliably indicates 

that b and c are the faulty components. 

In our investigation of the actual performance of the algorithm, 

five different linear circuits have been studied. These include the 12, 

22, 50, 100 and 200 component circuits of Figures 4-2(a), 4-2(b) and 

4-2(c), on which a frequency domain simulation was carried out. Experi

ments for various number of test points were also employed on 12, 22. 

and 50 component circuits. In addition, multiple failure examples were 

run on the 12 and 22 component circuits and perturbations on the good 

component values were introduced into one run of the 12 component 

* Actually, a detailed analysis of the case will reveal that c is bad 
though we have not used this fact in our algorithm. 
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c) 
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I 

Figure 4-2. Linear circuits on which the proposed algorithm 
was tested using simulated test data 
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circuit to test its robustness. For the 12 component circuit the algo

rithm was implemented on a desk top calculator while a TI 990/20 16-bit 

mini and a VAX 11/780 32-bit midi were used for the larger circuits. 

The results of all 403 simulations of the algorithm are summarized 

in Table 4-1. To set up this table, each time we assume a certain 

failure(s) in the circuit, the test algorithm was then used with simu

lated test data to diagnose the circuit. After a sequence of test steps, 

the.test algorithm terminated and outputed the diagnostic. We then re

peated the process until we obtained sufficient data for a performance 

analysis. For example, in circuit 4-2(a), taking Ic,, ICOJ Vf̂ _ and Vcc 

as the test points, we first assumed component R-, to be faulty, the diag

nostic showed that R, was faulty. Next, we assumed C, to have failed, 

the test algorithm indicated that C, was bad. After working through all 

12 components we found that the diagnostic always located the actual 

fault, the number "12" was thereby added to the "1" column in Table 4-1, 

indicated an exact diagnosis for each of the 12 runs of the test algo

rithm. Instead of using four test points, we then chose three test 

points and used the exact decision algorithm to implement the diagnosis 

system. In this case, we found that in ten out of the twelve cases the 

algorithm gave an exact diagnosis while in two out of the twelve cases 

resulted in a diagnostic containing a two-component ambiguity set. 

Interestingly, the circuit can be exactly diagnosed with the same three 

test points if we implement the test algorithm with the aid of our 

heuristic. Since, for the time being, we do not have an exact decision 

algorithm for the multiple failure case, only a few multifailure experi

ments were done in order to study the performance of the test algorithm 
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in dealing with multiple failure problem. Note that the experimental 

results we obtained from the simulation are not universal, indeed, even 

with the same number of test points, if we select different test points, 

the performance of the test algorithm may vary. 

In all 403 runs the algorithm failed to give the correct answer on 

only 4 occasions. Indeed, this problem was encountered only with the 

50 component circuit of Figure 4-2(c) when run on the 16-bit mini com

puter, wherein we believe that it was caused by the numerical error re

sulting from the inversion of a 50 by 50 matrix without the aid of 

51 

sparse matrix techniques. Indeed, the same example yielded an accu

rate diagnosis with any of the 50 components faulty when run on a 32-

bit machine. 

4.2 Nonlinear Examples 

For our nonlinear examples, the same procedures were followed as 

with the linear circuits. The simulation procedures are illustrated 

by the flowchart shown in Figure 4-3. 
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Table 4 - 1 . Simulated Test Data - Linear Circuits 

Clrcult/Conputer 

Linear Circuit 4-2{a) 

Simulated in the 

frequency domain on 

an HP 9825 

Linear circuit 4-2(b) 

Simulated in the 

frequency donain on 

a TI 990/20 

Linear circuit 4-2(c) 

with 10 stages simu

lated in the frequency 

domain on a TI 990/20 

Linear circuit 4-2(c) 

with 10 stages simu

lated in the frequency 

domain on a VAX 11/780 

Linear circuit 4-2(c) 

with 10 stages simu

lated In the frequency 

domain on a VAX 11/780 

Linear Circuit 4-2(c) 

with 40 stages simu

lated on a VAX 11/780 

TP 

4 

4 

3 

3 

3 

8 

6 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

15 

10 

15 

30 

60 

Faults 

1 

1 

1 

Dec. 
Alg. 

Exact 

Heur. 

Exact 

Heur. 

Exact 

Exact 

Exact 

Exact 

Heur. 

Heur. 

Heur. 

Heur. 

Exact 

Exact 

Exact 

Exact 

Exact 

Avg,/ 
Simul. 

-

4.95 

5.1 

4.65 

5.2 

5.3 

4.9 

4.9 

4.9 

Ambiguity Set 

1 

12 

10 

12 

22 

18 

16 

22 

40 

28 

40 

80 

40 

2 

12 

2 

2' 

2 

2 

3 

2 

3 

4 

4 

1 

5 

1 

3 

6 

6 

1 

7 

1 

1 

6 

10 

10 

20 

20 

20 

40 

10 

-

4 

« Indicates runs in which the algorithm fa i l ed to y ie ld the correct 
answer, 

* Indicates a simulated test in which the good components are taken to 
be + 2% o f f the nominal. 
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Circuit Specification 

define the 
faulty component 

Simulate the test 
responses (in time 
domain) 

No 

Choose the appropri
ate "pseudo circuit" 

TTTI rrr X = f (x ,a ) 

â  = K^^bVK^2u'' 

y^ = Koib^+KooU^ 
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^2 = f2(x2,a2) 

b^ = g2(x2,a2) 
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Compare b with b 

Decision Algorithm 

Test Algorithm 

r Computed o f f - l i n e | 

Yes Output of the 
diagnostic 

Figure 4-3. Simulation flowchart (nonlinear circuits) 
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In our nonlinear circuit simulation a relaxation algorithm was 

used to compute the desired outputs (y and y^). The relaxation algo

rithm, though not the best or only method to solve the state equations, 

has proven to be useful and efficient for our purposes. For a more com-

8 10 12 
plicated circuit other methods achieving higher accuracy ' ' may be 

required. 

Experiments were done on three circuits as shown in Figures 4-4(a), 

4-4(b) and 4-4(c). The test algorithm for circuits 4-4(a) and 4-4(b) 

was implemented on a 9825 desk top calculator while the 14 component 

circuit shown in Figure 4-4(c) was simulated on a VAX 11/780 computer. 

To let our simulation be more realistic, the actual characteristics for 

each nonlinear semiconductor component was used in the simulation model. 

For instance, the junction diode was represented by the nonlinear 

equation 

Similarly, the transistors and the Zener diodes appeared in Figures 

4-4Ca) and 4-4(c) were represented by their own characteristic curves 

as shown in Figures 4-5(a) and 4-5(b) respectively. 

In practice, any model which satisfactorily describes the nonlinear 

components (transistor, diode, IC chips, etc.) can be employed into the 

simulation model. 

The simulated test results on the above three circuits are summar

ized in Table 4-2. In all cases a single fault was assumed. 
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Figure 4-4. Nonlinear circuits on which the proposed algorithm 
was tested using simulated test data. 
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Figure 4-5. Characteristic curves of transistors and Zener diodes 
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Table 4-2. Simulated Test Data - Nonlinear Circuits 

Circuit/Computer 

Nonlinear circuit 
4-4(a) simulated 
in the time domain 
on HP 9825 

Nonlinear circuit 
4-4(b) simulated 
in the time domain 
on HP 9825 

Nonlinear Circuit 
4-4(c) simulated 
in the time domain 
on a VAX 11/780 

TP 

3 

3 

2 

2 

4 

Faults 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

Dec. 
Alg. 

Exact 

Heur. 

Exact 

Heur. 

Exact 

Avg. # 
Simulations 

-

-

7.67 

Ambiguity Set 

1 

5 

6 

3 

14 

2 

1 

3 

3 

2 

2 



CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSIONS 

A new simulation-after-test algorithm (with a single test vector) 

was proposed. Basically, we assume that the number of faculty compon

ents is bounded and therefore v/e need only solve for a few element 

values. This results in reduced test point requirements and we believe 

the"performance it yields is far superior to any other simulation-after-

test algorithm. Although the on-line computational requirements for the 

algorithm do not compare with a simulation-before-test algorithm they 

can be kept within reasonable bounds. Indeed, unlike most simulation-

after- test algorithms no iterative on-line computation is required. 

Moreover, one can limit the on-line computation by restricting the 

number of algorithm steps (at the price of increasing the ambiguity of 

the resultant diagnosis). Furthermore, in the linear case or in the 

case where there are sufficiently many test points available to permit 

29 
all nonlinear and fuzzy components to be included in group "2," the 

major part of the computation required by the algorithm can be done 

off-line. 

In general the proposed algorithm permits one to trade-off between 

on-line computational requirements and test points. Indeed, as indicat

ed in Table 4-1, one can reduce the test point requirements to quite 

reasonable levels, though this is usually achieved at the cost of in

creasing the number of steps in the algorithm (and hence its on-line 

computational requirements). In particular, our simulations indicate 

54 
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that the algorithm comes close to achieving the ^ test point goal 

set in reference 43. 

The algorithm is also unique in its ability to test linear and non

linear subsystems or modules of arbitrary size. An IC chip or a sub

system can be considered as an individual component in the test pro

cess. Thus one can use the algorithm to test modern electronic cir

cuits in a more realistic sense. 

With respect to the criteria specified in reference 43 the algo

rithm "looks good." In particular, all simulations are carried out 

using nominal component models, the algorithm is amenable to in situ 

testing and parallel processing techniques may be employed (since 

several steps of the algorithm can be carried out simultaneously). 

Although no exact decision algorithm for the multiple failure case 

presently exists it is noteworthy that the underlying combinatorial 

decision problem is quite similar to the t-diagnosibility problem usual

ly associated with self-testing computer networks, wherein the multiple 

23 41 
fault problem has been resolved. ' In that problem, however, one 

computer tests another with the rest of the network being decoupled, 

whereas in our problem a subset of components test all remaining compon

ents since there exists no practical mechanism for decoupling components 

in an analog circuit or system. In any event the problems are similar 

and, in fact, Amin has already formulated a generalization of the t-

diagnosibility problem in which one subset of computers on a network 

tests another. Thereby, we believe that an exact decision algorithm 

for our problem can be formulated in the multiple failure case. 
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Another major open question with.respect to the performance of the 

algorithm is its robustness, i.e., its sensitivity in-tolerance devia

tions from nominal of the "good" components. Indeed, there is nothing 

in the algorithm to make it inherently robust, though our initial test 

for robustness indicated by the asterisk in Table 4-1 proved to be 

favorable. 
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